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Advanced Bulk PDF Watermark Creator is an application
built for automating the function of stamping PDF
document files. The files can be added one by one or by
selecting the input directory.Pinpoint the exact spot of the
watermark, edit it and select output directoryWhen the user
needs to watermark a certain PDF file, the document is
added within the program and, immediately, the user will
be able to see the files details, like its path, name, size and
date of creation. We should mention that more than one file
can be added and, if there are too many pages within the
document, the user can watermark only certain pages.After
selecting the PDF file, the user is offered a few options to
play with, regarding the watermark. First of all, the
“Verbiage” should be entered because, only after that, its
display mode can be changed. In case of watermarking legal
or other important documents, there are a few options for
adding certain facts, along with the verbiage, like filename,
current date and current time. More so, in the tab where
text is entered, “ ” can be used if the user needs to forcely
enter a new line.The watermark can be set on different
parts of the page. The options given are: top left, top center,
center left, center, bottom left, bottom center or specific
point. Within the final option given, the user can pick point
the exact coordinates (point X and point Y). We should
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mention that the watermark can also be rotated. As we all
know, a PDF file can also be consisted of pictures. Thus,
using Advanced Bulk PDF Watermark Creator, the
watermark can be added underneath or above the existing
content.Regarding the text added as watermark, its font,
color and size can be modified. There are many font types
to choose from, all the colors (including the option to
define custom colors), sizes and, if needed, the watermark
can also be selected to appear as “Bold” and “Italic” (or
both).After all of these steps have been followed, the output
directory can be selected and input subdirectories (as an
optional setting) can be duplicated.Our thoughts In
conclusion, Advanced Bulk PDF Watermark Creator is an
easy to use application which offers many options regarding
watermark editing and location, and has a simple interface.
We should also mention that the program ran well during
our tests.
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Change, adjust and create watermarks in bulk. Advanced
Bulk PDF Watermark Creator is an application built for
automating the function of stamping PDF documents. The
files can be added one by one or by selecting the input
directory. Pinpoint the exact spot of the watermark, edit it
and select output directory When the user needs to
watermark a certain PDF file, the document is added within
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the program and, immediately, the user will be able to see
the files details, like its path, name, size and date of
creation. We should mention that more than one file can be
added and, if there are too many pages within the
document, the user can watermark only certain pages. After
selecting the PDF file, the user is offered a few options to
play with, regarding the watermark. First of all, the
“Verbiage” should be entered because, only after that, its
display mode can be changed. In case of watermarking legal
or other important documents, there are a few options for
adding certain facts, along with the verbiage, like filename,
current date and current time. More so, in the tab where
text is entered, “ ” can be used if the user needs to forcely
enter a new line. The watermark can be set on different
parts of the page. The options given are: top left, top center,
center left, center, bottom left, bottom center or specific
point. Within the final option given, the user can pick point
the exact coordinates (point X and point Y). We should
mention that the watermark can also be rotated. As we all
know, a PDF file can also be consisted of pictures. Thus,
using Advanced Bulk PDF Watermark Creator, the
watermark can be added underneath or above the existing
content. Regarding the text added as watermark, its font,
color and size can be modified. There are many font types
to choose from, all the colors (including the option to
define custom colors), sizes and, if needed, the watermark
can also be selected to appear as “Bold” and “Italic” (or
both). After all of these steps have been followed, the
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output directory can be selected and input subdirectories (as
an optional setting) can be duplicated. Our thoughts
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Advanced Bulk PDF Watermark Creator is the software for
watermarking your files. The application allows you to
automatically stamp file directories or even individual files.
The software allows a strong watermark and is able to blend
in with the background image, but the file is still clearly
identifiable. The software applies watermarking with a tool
that is easy to use and to incorporate. You can perform
simple tasks such as apply the watermark to the whole file
or manually set the position of the file. You can apply the
watermark to individual PDF files, file folders or
documents in any directory. The software also allows for
encryption of the document, so that the file is more secure.
In addition, you can easily print the files to get the jobs
completed quicker. Advanced Bulk PDF Watermark
Creator Screenshot: Vendors: Publisher’s Description:
Advanced Bulk PDF Watermark Creator is the software for
watermarking your files. The application allows you to
automatically stamp file directories or even individual files.
The software allows a strong watermark and is able to blend
in with the background image, but the file is still clearly
identifiable. The software applies watermarking with a tool
that is easy to use and to incorporate. You can perform
simple tasks such as apply the watermark to the whole file
or manually set the position of the file. You can apply the
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watermark to individual PDF files, file folders or
documents in any directory. The software also allows for
encryption of the document, so that the file is more secure.
In addition, you can easily print the files to get the jobs
completed quicker. “Hi today i will show you the best
software that can watermark PDF files…” “Is there any way
to share my download links with other users here?”
“Vendors:” “Publisher’s Description:” Advanced Bulk PDF
Watermark Creator is the software for watermarking your
files. The application allows you to automatically stamp file
directories or even individual files. The software allows a
strong watermark and is able to blend in with the
background image, but the file is still clearly identifiable.
The software applies watermarking with a tool that is easy
to use and to incorporate. You can perform simple tasks
such as apply the watermark to the whole file or manually
set the position of the file. You can apply the watermark to
individual PDF files, file folders or documents in any
directory. The software
What's New In Advanced Bulk PDF Watermark Creator?

Program Features: - Automatically Stamps PDF files with
professional watermarks - Add a watermark to any part of
the page - Watermark text and image formats - Use custom
fonts, colors, sizes and layers - Watermark the PDF files
for free - Show the real-time stamp with clicks on the
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stamp area - Watermark information: - Plain text (only text)
- Name of file with its size (PDF only) - Current date (only
PDF) - Current time (only PDF) - A selected part of the
page (PDF only) - Rotate stamp (PDF only) - Watermark
text and image formats: - Plain text (only text) - Name of
file with its size (only PDF) - Current date (only PDF) Current time (only PDF) - A selected part of the page (PDF
only) - Rotate stamp (PDF only) - Watermark text and
image formats: - Plain text (only text) - Name of file with
its size (only PDF) - Current date (only PDF) - Current
time (only PDF) - A selected part of the page (PDF only) Rotate stamp (PDF only) - Watermark text and image
formats: - Plain text (only text) - Name of file with its size
(only PDF) - Current date (only PDF) - Current time (only
PDF) - A selected part of the page (PDF only) - Rotate
stamp (PDF only) - Watermark text and image formats: Plain text (only text) - Name of file with its size (only PDF)
- Current date (only PDF) - Current time (only PDF) - A
selected part of the page (PDF only) - Rotate stamp (PDF
only) - Watermark text and image formats: - Plain text
(only text) - Name of file with its size (only PDF) - Current
date (only PDF) - Current time (only PDF) - A selected part
of the page (PDF only) - Rotate stamp (PDF only) Watermark text and image formats: - Plain text (only text) Name of file with its size (only PDF) - Current date (only
PDF) - Current time (only PDF) - A selected part
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System Requirements:

Game Version: 2.0.0 Minimum System Requirements
(1080P): OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1,
Windows 10 Processor: AMD FX 6-Core or Intel Core
i5-2500 Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia GTX 460
or AMD HD 5770 Storage: 70 GB available space
Additional Notes: The upgraded version of "Super Last
Night" is a stand-alone game and no updates are required
from "Super Sunday"
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